JAYCO RALLY at MOE NOVEMBER 2021
Attended by 7 vans
All that are going to show up have. Seven vans in total.
At happy hour Sue constructed an itinerary for the next few days
and all seemed to agree.
Sunday we leave fo Walhalla for a train ride through the local
country side. Tickets were arranged by Sig the night before. This is a job
that should have been left for someone else as he got it wrong by
booking on the Wednesday instead of the Sunday. After a worried night
he managed to change the dates and all was well. The trip had 6
couples attend and the seventh decided to do something healthy ( go for
a bike ride ) but later met up with us.
The train trip followed the Stringers Creek from Walhalla to
Thomson, a round trip of approx 1hour. Having a look for somewhere to
have lunch and found most places closed, we all returned to the park
and stoped somewhere for lunch.
Monday urned on the sun and a trip to Lake Narracan for a picnic
lunch. Unfortunately this did not go as well as we had hoped, Driving too
fast, bad radio operation and lack of given info led all getting lost and to
find their own way.
For this Sue and Fred are very sorry and hope not to let this happen
again.
Eventually everyone got to the destination. So lunch began little
heated but I hope forgiven.
lunch finished, dogs exhausted from running in the water, we all
headed of to our camps for happy hour and communal dinner cooked on
the local BBQ. Once the sun stetted the temperature dropped, and we
settled in for the night.
Tuesday was a quiet day to recuperate and relax before getting
ready to leave for our next destination

fred kruzycki
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